Can we predict Alzheimer’s Disease through the eye lens?
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Abstract

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is a common dementia problem of the old population. The two main hallmarks of AD are tau protein and amyloid-beta protein. The relevant investigations on AD suggest that these proteins are also seen in the eye. There are many tests and imaging modalities are used for AD diagnosis. But these techniques are still unable to predict the disease effectively. In this regard, the lens of the eye may help in diagnosing AD. Therefore, a reliable technique for measuring the lens or retina must be selected. In this paper, we focus on the different types of retinal diseases occur in AD patients and the use of the Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) technique is used for diagnosing AD.

Introduction

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a type of dementia destroying the old age population around the globe. If the progression of AD continuous like this, millions of people will be in big trouble [1]. The early diagnosis of the disease can control disease progression. Therefore, a new technique should be developed more economically to meet the expense of AD subjects and their caretakers. As AD is a brain-related disease, visual problems have also been identified in the early stages of AD. Visual function loss other than perception may be the first sign of AD [2]. The researchers are starting that before going to brain analysis, eye analysis can be used because AD may start in the portion of the brain that integrates visual function with other areas of the brain, the visual association area. Hence, it is easy to find treatment plans in detecting early AD. For an effective and early diagnosis of AD, a population-based study is necessary and required, which gives an idea about the various tests involved in determining AD. In this paper, we focus on a different eye-related disease that occurs in AD patients.

AD and eye related disorders

Open-Angle Glaucoma (OAG) is a type of eye disease in AD subjects. In OAG, the angle of the eye in which the iris connects the cornea is wide as well as open, but the canals of the eye will be congested leading to rise in internal eye pressure and consequent injury to the optic nerve. It is the most common type of glaucoma, affecting about four million Americans, from different experiments, it is clear that the prevalence of probable glaucoma in AD patients is significantly higher than that of normal. It is then leading to visual impairment and is the second leading cause of blindness in the United States. Glaucoma is a prolonged and deteriorating eye disease in AD by the loss of retinal cells [3]. Amyloidopathy is another eye disease that affects the AD subjects due to presence of amyloid beta protein in the eye. Emerging studies show the connection of amyloidopathy in several eye disorders related to AD [4]. Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is a prominent eye disease affecting the old age and cause blindness to AD patients [5]. AMD is pathologically categorized by the existence of drusen, which are deposits that occur outside the retinal cells and damages the macula. Cataract is another common eye disorder with aging that may affect the AD population. It forms a cloudy appearance in the lens that avoids the transfer of images to the retina. Thus the retina cannot send the signals to the brain. Pupillary function and AD suggests that there are defects in the pupil of AD patients [6]. Ocular AD-related histopathology proposes that there is variation in the eye lens according to the AD pathology. This leads to retinal cell degeneration of AD patients that has been recognized by several histopathological studies [7,8].

AD and OCT

From the above section, it is clear that there are different eye diseases related to AD. Therefore, different differentiating AD disease from disease progression is a complex task. In this...
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In the scenario, retina images are carefully taken from a reliable device for diagnosing AD [9]. In AD patients, retinal nerve fiber loss (RNFL) occurs in the early stage of AD. Accordingly, a retinal imaging technique is to wisely chosen for the task. For this purpose, Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) imaging technique that can be used for examining the RNFL region of the retina [10]. A typical OCT camera used for scanning the OCT image is shown in figure 1.

The OCT image of normal (left) and AD (right) taken by the OCT camera is shown in figure 2.

**Biomedical engineering technology**

In the above section, OCT imaging system can be used for the diagnosis of AD. The examination of OCT images will open a wide area in the field of AD prognosis. If these images can be analysed easily, the diagnosis of the disease will be easier. For this purpose, the use of biomedical technology is very useful for the automatic analysis of OCT images. Therefore, soft computing techniques like neural networks, fuzzy logic, support vector machines and wavelet networks can be very useful for diagnosing the disease [11].

**Discussion**

There are different neuropathology tests and techniques for diagnosing AD. Some of the most advanced tests include functional magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography and single photon emission computed tomography techniques. These techniques are very expensive, and a common man cannot afford the expense. In this scenario, OCT imaging technique is very useful for diagnosing the disease, as it very reliable and economically good. With the help of OCT imaging and soft computing techniques, it may be possible to early diagnosis of the disease in a convenient way.

**Conclusion**

The recently emerging evidence supports the fact that the retina of the eye may provide an opening in the screening, early diagnosis, or monitoring of the treatment of AD. Currently, a definite diagnosis of AD can only be confirmed post-mortem and a premortem diagnosis of AD. Hence a newly reliable and efficient method should be developed to diagnose the disease with the advanced Biomedical Engineering technology using the aid of the OCT imaging technique. The AD confirmation test can be made with minimum cost and time. The early identification of AD can be made with the above-mentioned method reliably and effectively. As we know that this disease is progressing worldwide with no suitable diagnosis, an effective approach towards this can be made with a point of view to diagnose AD with the minimum effort, cost, and time.
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